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General Approaches to Contesting 
Concentrated Media Power

■ Break Up

■ Regulate

■ Create Public Alternatives



American Media Exceptionalism

■ Dominated by oligopolies

■ Lightly regulated

■ Predominantly commercial

■ Weak public alternatives



Amount Spent on Public Media on a 
Per Capita Basis (in U.S. dollars)



Public Media Funding By GDP



Benefits of Public Media

■ Correlated with higher levels of political 

knowledge and civic engagement and lower 

levels of extreme views.

■ The world’s strongest democracies, such as 

Norway, Sweden, and Finland, also have the 

best-funded public media.

■ Generally committed to a “universal 

service” mission.

■ Can serve as a “safety net” for when the 

market fails to support certain types of 

media.







American Monopoly Problem



Media Oligarchy



Growing Public Scrutiny of 
Media Oligarchs



Journalism Competition and 
Preservation Act 

■ Modeled after the Australian News Media 

Bargaining Code

■ Has both bipartisan support and bipartisan 

opposition

■ My view: The JCPA privileges profit-driven 

media firms over the needs of news workers 

and communities



Political Economic Rationales 
for Public Media Infrastructures

■ News and information are public goods

■ Media organizations are subject to systemic 

market failure 

■ The market alone will not provide for all our 

information and communication needs



Radical Possibilities

■ Manifestos are proliferating that call for 

various forms of public ownership

■ Public utility regulation for platforms

■ Expanding public infrastructures



Imagining the Public Media Center

■ Multi-media hubs in every community

■ Housed in already-existing public spaces (libraries, 

post offices, peg media centers, public 

broadcasting stations)

■ Federally guaranteed, democratically governed

■ Owned and controlled by local communities

■ Inspired by the Independent Media Center (IMC) 

model of the early 2000s



The Indymedia Model



Urbana-Champaign IMC



Six Layers of PMC’s

■ Funding layer (how will this public media system be financially 

sustained?);

■ Governance layer (how will resource allocations and other key 

decisions be made democratically?) 

■ Ascertainment layer (how will information needs be 

determined?)

■ Infrastructure layer (how can we ensure distribution of and 

access to information, including universal broadband service);  

■ Technological layer (how do we design algorithms that 

privilege public media in search and in news feeds?); and 

■ Engagement layer (how can we ensure that local communities 

are involved in making their own news and contributing their 

stories?). 



Key Theses for Policy Approaches to 
Systemic Market Failure

■ Holistic (multi-media; multi-layered)

■ Global (sensitive to both commonalities and 

important differences across national 

contexts)

■ Radical (pushing open the discursive 

parameters on what’s possible, especially 

regarding post-capitalist models based on 

public ownership)



A Moment of Opportunity?


